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This is a common starting point for test cases as it removes reliance on external dependencies like RSS and Dublin Core Metadata Terms (DCMI). It also provides for earlier testing within the EPUB community. Starting tests with this example will help verify that the EPUB you produce does not contain these errors. When using this example in a test case, please make sure
your users will not access the publication the test case is using, as this could interfere with your testing. Applications must ensure that whatever format is used to store the Resource Descriptors is publicly accessible to applications. EPUB for XHTML 1.0 Strict does not define any specific file extension for Resource Descriptors. A common convention is to use a file name
that consists of the file extension plus the “.res ” or “.resd ” extensions [ html ]. Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [ html ] is a XML-based graphics language developed by the World Wide Web Consortium. It specifies a two-dimensional graphical mark-up language, suitable for describing static and dynamic two-dimensional graphics. The advantages of SVG over HTML are:

the files are significantly smaller than the equivalent HTML document, the images can be placed directly onto the web pages, the support for standard HTML img elements mean that many people already have software to view SVG files. If you publish to an EPUB container with SVG support, EPUB 3 allows the EPUB document itself to reference that SVG resource by
means of the url() attribute on img elements. As in the HTML case above, the value of the url() attribute in an SVG file should be the URI of the linked resource in the format that is used by that resource. EPUB 3.0, for example, uses a x-link-prefetch request header to prefetch the linked resource before processing the request.
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the spacecraft will be launched in 2024, inserted into mars orbit in 2025, and stay in the martian area for about 3years. it will perform scientific observations of phobos from low altitudes and select sample collection sites. the spacecraft will then land on the surface of
phobos, collect samples, and return to earth in 2029. before entering the orbit to return to earth, the spacecraft will carry out a flyby observation of deimos, the other martian satellite. there have been many space missions to mars, and several spacecraft are still orbiting

mars for observation such as mars express (witasse et al. 2014 ). some spacecrafts observed phobos and deimos as a secondary objective (duxbury et al. on the other hand, only a few missions have tried to observe phobos as a main target, such as phobos-1 and phobos-2
in 1988 (sagdeev and zakharov 1989 ) and phobos-grunt in 2011 (marov et al. 2004 ), but none of the missions were fully successful. therefore, the mmx mission is definitely different from the previous missions in that it will mainly observe the martian satellites and will

also collect and bring back samples to earth. we have entered the era of large multidimensional data sets represented by increasingly complex data structures. current tools for scientific visualization are not optimized to efficiently and intuitively create cinematic production
quality, time-evolving representations of numerical data for broad impact science communication via film, media, or journalism. to present such data in a cinematic environment, it is advantageous to develop methods that integrate these complex data structures into

industry-standard visual effects software packages, which provide a myriad of control features otherwise unavailable in traditional scientific visualization software. in this paper, we present the general methodology for the import and visualization of nested multiresolution
data sets into commercially available visual effects software. we further provide a specific example of importing adaptive mesh refinement data into the software houdini. this paper builds on our previous work, which describes a method for using houdini to visualize uniform

cartesian data sets. we summarize a tutorial available on the website www.ytini.com, which includes sample data downloads, python code, and various other resources to simplify the process of importing and rendering multiresolution data. 5ec8ef588b
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